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ABSTRACT

Homecare as a part of healthcare at home, it can give a freedom for society to get the best healthcare which is appropriate to use. The factor which influences an interest of homecare needs a deep analysis. The aim of this research is for analyzing homecare interest in pandemic covid-19 period based on disease case in Indonesia. This research uses cross-sectional approach. The research population is all of patients in RSUD Pare and the sample is 172 respondents with simple random sampling technique. The data collection is in questionnaire form of homecare interest and disease data of patient, then doing a multivariant analysis of regression linier test. The result of T-Test in each variable where diabetes melitus, innervation case, heart, lungs, fracture, gastrointestinal, and another cases have negative t value with p value > 0.05 which means there is not any influence to the homecare interest, but in the bladder case has T-Test -2,109 value (p value 0,036, α < 0.05) which means the bladder case has influence to the homecare interest, such as the post operation case which has T-Test 2,112 value (p value 0,036, α < 0.05), it means that the post operation has influence to homecare interest. Someone interest of homecare is not influenced by disease case, except the cases which need more detail care in hospital. Post operation, bladder, and diabetes melitus needs homecare.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Homecare is a healthcare at home which is related and comprehensive that is given to the patient or even family’s patient to recover, defend, improve their health condition, also optimize independently after getting post medical treatment in hospital [1].

Public hospital in Pare region is RSUD Pare Kediri with the average number of patient: 14514 each year [2]. Based on the data in Pare region that there has not been homecare which is operated consistently, even in private hospital. It is because the lack of strong analysis to the homecare interest in this region.

Depending on RISKESDAS (Riset Kesehatan Dasar or Baseline Health Research) in 2013, the genesis of non-communicable disease such as hypertension is 25,8%, stroke 12,1%, and diabetes melitus 2,1% [3]. Disease which needs longer care time becomes callange in nursing world right now, to improve the sustainable supply of nursing services [4]. The sustainable care in this case is transition care, this care function is to manage patient at home, therefore the treatment process is still continuity [5].

Degerative disease which needs relative longer treatment like post stroke patient case which has paralysis complication [6], [7] and needs rehabilitation service that needs relative longer time, furthermore epidemiology transition occurrence which causes chronic disease case is not effective and efficient if it gets a treatment in hospital, accordingly homecare is the way to handle this case [8].

Homecare as one of healthcare is a component of healthcare which is continuous and comprehensive to give to an individual and family in their house with the purpose of improving, defending, recovering health, also maximizing the independence level and minimizing the effect of disease including terminal disease [9].

Looking at a big opportunity of homecare that is known if commonly society needs it, but there is not any homecare operational in Pare region, it will be a big chance for private or even public hospital to establish homecare. Focusing on this case, the researcher analyzed homecare interest in pandemic covid-19 period based on disease case.

II. METHOD

The research design is cross-sectional approach. The research population is all of patient in RSUD Pare, and the research sample is 172 respondents with simple random sampling technique on September 2020. The research instrument uses questionnaire which contains of medic diagnosis data and homecare interest of respondents. After collecting data, it is processed and analyzed by using spss 20, then statistic test of linier regression.
Based on data of table 1, in cross tabulation interest depends on client disease case is found that Post operation Case has very high interest about 15 respondents, high 13 respondents, and 1 respondent of medium case, whereas Diabetes Mellitus Case is 10 respondents stated that has very high interest, 17 respondents are high interest, and 1 respondent is medium interest, moreover about Bladder Case has very high interest of 5 respondents, high interest of 20 respondents, and medium interest of 1 respondent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease Case</th>
<th>Very High</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes Melitus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innervation Case</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder Case</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Case</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lungs Case</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Operation Case</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracture Case</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal Case</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another Case</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of t test analysis (p value 0.559, α < 0.05) which means disease case does not have significant influence to the homecare interest, whereas collinearity analysis shows vif < 10 value, therefore it can be concluded that disease case does not happen multicollinearity or there is not any strong correlation with homecare interest, similarly T-Test result in each variable where diabetes mellitus, innervation case, heart case, lungs case, fracture, gastrointestinal, and another cases have t negative value with p value > 0.05 means that there is not any influence to the homecare, but bladder case has T-Test value -2.109 (p value 0.036, α < 0.05) means that bladder case has influence to the homecare, similarly post operation case which has T-Test value 2.112 (p value 0.036, α < 0.05) means that post operation case has influence to the homecare interest.

IV. DISCUSSION

The research result based on table 1, above shows that cross tabulation interest depends on client disease case is found that post operation has very high interest about 15 respondents, 13 respondents with high interest, and 1 respondent with medium interest, moreover diabetes melitus case has 10 respondents very high, 17 respondents high, and 1 respondent medium interest, then bladder case has 5 respondents very high, 20 respondents high, and 1 respondent medium interest.

Whereas the result analysis of this research indicates that F-Test is combined with disease case does not give significant influence to the homecare interest, while collinearity analysis shows it does not occur multicollinearity which means that there is not any strong correlation between disease case and homecare interest [10], moreover the result of T-Test in every variable where diabetes mellitus, innervation case, heart case, lungs case, fracture, gastrointestinal, and another cases do not have any influence to the homecare, but bladder case and post operation case have influence to the homecare interest.

Based on this result that the research represents the majority case which is wanted by society about homecare is the case of post operation and diabetes mellitus, it happens because commonly post operation patients need more management care at home, which is related to the post-op injury such as an injury which is caused by operation, surgical suture care, injury care [11]. Whilst commonly Diabetes Melitus care in hospital uses the way in giving insulin continously, diabetes injury care with diabetes complication, checking glucose level and consulting nutrient [12].

The most improtant factor of failed controlling glucose of diabetes patient is disobedience of patient to the medical treatment [13]. Glucose level which is not controlled well can cause complication which is acute or even chronic, about 63.1% of diabetes patients in type 2 have risk factor of hypertension complication [14], [15]. Homecare part in managing diabetes can give understanding of medical treatment and obedience of patient to the medical treatment [16].

Whereas the third case is bladder case where the research is found chronic kidney disease, urinary tract infections, cases of patient which the case wants homecare because of chronic kidney disease care, it is about diet and body condition of client that always needs dialysis every week, in fact there is patient who needs dialysis twice in a week [17].

In survey result, Peritoneal Dialysis and Hemodialysis patient are really satisfied to the homecare. Homecare team continously gives social support to the patient [18], [19]. Homecare team also collects information about patient life goals and gives information to them about their dialanysis costs [20].

Prevalence of degenerative disease increases such as stroke, diabetes mellitus, and another diseases which needs longer medical treatment time and rehabilitation which is relatively save, it makes most of people choose homecare [21]. Homecare is really effective and efficient, because it is able to give chance to another family members to do their daily routine while looking after patient [22]. Beside that the environment around the house is more comfortable for most of patient than hospital, therefore it will hasten their recovery condition [23].

Accordingly the result gives an illustration that someone
interest of homecare is not influenced by disease case, except the cases which need deep medical treatment in hospital. For instance post operation case and bladder case, it is related to the result in table 1 which indicates the inclination of the case is strong desire to get homecare.

V. CONCLUSION

Someone interest of homecare is not influenced by disease case, except the cases which need deep medical treatment in hospital. Post operation, bladder, and diabetes mellitus case need homecare.
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